WALL SECTION

PAY ITEM: PER LF OF WALL (INCLUDES BOTH SIDES OF WALL, FOOTING, LEVELING COURSE, MONUMENT COLUMNS AND OPTIONAL PRE-CAST PANELS).

ARCO PRE-CAST CONCRETE CAP PER DIMENSIONS (submit sample for approval)

OPTIONAL PRE-CAST PANEL WITH CITY LOGO (23 1/2" BY 15 3/8"). CONTRACTOR TO OBTAIN FORM FROM CITY

LAKEWOOD BRICK "BRICK RED" OR APPROVED EQUAL. FINAL BRICK SELECTION MUST BE APPROVED BY CITY IN WRITING BEFORE INSTALLATION. (8" x 4" x 2 2/3" incl. mortar)

WALL & COLUMN ELEVATION

City of Wheat Ridge
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS ENGINEERING DIVISION
S-J01 BRICK WALL
BRICK WALL DETAIL

APPROVED BY: ___________ APPROVE DATE: __/__/2016 ___________